








New technologies have revolutionized media production. How can documentary education engage with the onset of digital ‘alter realities’? There is a need for the removal of barriers and ingrained pedagogic approaches in teaching media production that may have sat comfortably in the 20th Century but are outmoded today. I would like to trace back some recent history. The thought provoking filmmaker Werner Herzog declared 20 years ago in his Minnesota Declaration that Cinema Verité, widely renowned as the movement that birthed documentary, was in fact devoid of verité. Of truth. Herzog warned that documentary reached a merely superficial truth, the truth of accountants. Whilst those of us familiar with the work of Lanzmann, Wiseman or the Maysles brothers may disagree with Herzog he did raise this debate at a critical time. Herzog in his documentary education manifesto was aware that he may have insulted many he was, nevertheless, onto something. His philosophical approach to documentary production and education sought an ecstasy of truth. That is one that the filmmaker could distort, condense and intensify. Even today students find this concept intriguing largely because of the fact that 20th Century modes of teaching documentary have not fared well in the digital onslaught. So, what is to be done?




Experimentation in education is the key to success. The Sensory Ethnography Laboratory based at Harvard is a really interesting model worth exploring. I recommend viewing of Leviathan as well as The Iron Ministry. The SEL has been one of the inspirations for the approach to documentary education that takes an immersive pathway. At its core, the MA in 21st Century Media Practice provides innovative pedagogy based on a set of immersive experiences that engage the students in critical making and praxis (a process by which a theory, lesson, or new knowledge is enacted, practiced, embodied, or realised). It’s an approach that works at undergraduate and postgraduate.

What are the elements of immersive documentary education.

1.	No lectures
There are no formal lectures on the course but open laboratory workshops, critical sessions, geared around interests, cultural work, issues and experiences that staff share with the students that are then taken and developed. This fluidity allows for personal and group responses. An intimate knowledge of social, cultural and political viewpoints - sometimes very contradictory- becomes the shared experience of the group and is based on trust. Students challenge and test staff and each other and the idea of hierarchical dominance, of the educator and the student becomes impractical. Instead a more generous, humorous and passionate learning environment is created. It is self-disciplined and based on mutual respect.

2.	Process Journalism
Working in the field is a crucial part of documentary education as I am sure many would agree real life experience is a rapid educator. Many film schools have this ethos the Cuban film school, for example, encourages students to work with peasant farmers in the field for long period of time in order to understand their labour physically and to then be able to film it in a way that is empathetic. 

3.	Obstacles
Initially students are set restrictions - limited imagery and running times - and asked to work within those. At this stage, through viewing and discussing the work and the student responses to each others thought process, everybody gets a sense of the individual approach of each student their needs for technical support and so on. There is also a sense of those who needs challenging in their assumptions and conventions, usually those who have completed an undergraduate media production course. Through discussion and debate they are brought to Year Zero. The building then commences. Technical training is skills based but it also seeks to create hybridity between the digital and the analogue experimenting with new forms.
 
4.	Picture logic
In spite of cinema verite documentary generally still suffers from the disease of word logic. When Leacock and Drew outlined the need for the liberation of the image they grasped the possibilities of the separation of sound and picture that the technology of the time allowed. Moving forward half a century, we can examine Jean Luc Godard’s Histoire du Cinema or Goodbye to Language we can see how picture logic can take the lead. I thought Godard’s claim at the Cannes film Festival some years ago that ‘Film is dead, what to do?’ was highly perceptive. He has as paradoxical a relationship with documentary as Herzog, his work on cinema as language is ground breaking and ahead of its time. Cinema is so embedded in our psyche now that it has become a collective memory box to rival personal reflection. His piece of that period Film Socialism is a tour du force of the image as resistance and speaks more about the human condition than 10 thousand television documentaries. After all we must remember that television is a stream of under-selected images each of which cancels out the meaning of its predecessor. In the end nothing remains.

Instead, our approach is a mantra of separation of sound and image for a more artisanal approach to media production. 

5.	Immersive
The above points are really tested in the physical immersive experiences. The development of the Kino-Eye becomes a fundamental core of the approach. Vertovs legacy for me is the rejection of the classic representational mode, the disallowing of the 'touristic' image the banning of 'selfies' (all mobiles are confiscated) clear the mind as well as the eyes and ears. In the immersives teaching is replaced by guidance and works well because of a highly intuitive approach by experienced staff based on world knowledge. It is a skill set that all educators have if only they can relinquish the crutches of position and authority. It is still an institution just a more open one that operates on a different set of values. 

6.	Humanity
Documentary filmmakers more often then not want to say something about the world by showing it. They have hope. They can even time travel. It’s a privileged position to be able to stop and to look, to capture and then to show. What should we show though? Wim Wenders said "The most political decision you make is where you direct people's eyes. In other words, what you show people, day in and day out, is political. And the most politically indoctrinating thing you can do to a human being is to show them, every day, that there can be no change."   Again, Herzog when discussing his film Lessons of Darkness said: “After the first war in Iraq, as the oil fields burned in Kuwait, the media—and here I mean television in particular— was in no position to show what was, beyond being a war crime, an event of cosmic dimensions, a crime against creation itself”
7.	Immersive technological tools 

We use applications and develop them beyond their determnations. Klynt is an editing & publishing application catered to interactive storytellers. It was first designed by Honkytonk Films’ team while working on Journey to the End of Coal, the award-winning web documentary investigating coal miners’ living conditions here in China.  Klynt is a storytelling tool available for filmmakers, journalists, and educators looking for an affordable and powerful authoring solution to create long-form interactives. You can weave text, photo, video and audio together and trigger actions based on your user interactions with any element of your sequence. No coding skills required.

We are currently exploring WONDA VR is an intuitive tool that offers robust solutions to make the most of emerging VR, AR & MR technologies. Wonda VR Spaces, is an all-in-one Web application to create and share immersive learning & discovery experiences easily and beautifully on all platforms.
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